2015 Physical Improvement Projects

Admin and Staff Hub

After four years of applications we received a Building Grant Authority for the renovation of the administration and staff areas. Due to the nature of the government grants, multiple quotes were obtained. Metcalfe were appointed.

Prep/1 and Year 1/2 Ceiling Fans, Floor and Blinds

New ceiling fans were installed by EBRICO. The blinds were installed by Advantage Screens & Blinds and the floor was installed by Barritts Carpet One/Tiles One (2 quotes obtained).
Walk of Faith and Walk of Action

As an initiative to enhance the Religious Life Of the School, signs were designed and installed by A+ Signage – a Brisbane Catholic Education supplier.

New Shade Cloth

The new shade cloth between the church and school was covered by Insurance after storm damage. Planet Shade completed this project.

Cricket Pitch

The cricket pitch was completed by Paul Faass. Paul donated his labour and time to complete this project. Thanks Paul.
Outside lighting

Outside lightening continued to be upgraded for community events, such as the fete. These lights were installed by EBRICO.

Tennison-Woods Patio (Prep – Year 2)

In consultation with early years teachers, an upgrade to the outside shade structure was completed. This patio was installed by RFT Diversified. Two quotes were obtained. RFT Diversified completed the project due to the more affordable quote.

Bamboo, Edging (Back Fence) and Tree Trimming

Due to rain water runoff from the oval to a neighbour’s property, a garden bed was designed and installed by Childers Tree Service.
**Soccer Goals**

Coles Engineering completed this project.

---

**Library Shelving and Blinds**

The relocation of the library resulted in a need to develop the space so that it is ‘fit for purpose’. Spaceline Commercial Joinery provided the upgrade to shelving and cabinetry.
**Meeting Room Shelving**

In order to provide adequate storage space for a variety of meetings, cabinetry was installed by Spaceline Commercial Joinery.
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---

**Stair Climber**

With the partial assistance from a Brisbane Catholic Education minor capital works grant, a stair climber was constructed and installed by Acorn Stairlifts.
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---

**Hall Fans**

Hall fans were installed and supplied by EBRICO.
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School Bus

The school has been fundraising to purchase a bus (Mitsubishi Fuso). We are narrowing down the search. The bus will feature approximately 24 seats, with belts. The bus will be utilised for current excursions and greater access to outside opportunities, such as sport in Bundaberg.

Front Office Door and Library Veranda Window Tinting

We are receiving quotes by Childers Glass and will hopefully have the tinting finished within the next few weeks.
2016 Physical Improvements Projects

Bus Shed

The bus shed is being constructed by RFT Diversified. Three quotes were obtained. RFT Diversified was appointed due to cost effectiveness, high quality workmanship and the ability to complete the entire project.

Concrete Pathway

The front pathway of the school needs to be repaired. Quotes are currently being obtained.
Early Years Playground and Softfall

We will be replacing the early years playground and at the same time have soft fall laid down. At present we have had a quote from Urban Play. This is the picture of the playground that we are looking at.

Re-Varnish and Paint Staircases

We are currently seeking quotes to re-varnish staircases and floors in the Butler building. We are also seeking quotes to repaint the stairwell in the Butler building.

Glass Doors

Childers Glass is going to provide a quote to replace three internal doors of the Butler building. The purpose of these doors are to depersonalise teaching and learning spaces.
Parish School Toilet

We are having drawings completed to build an additional toilet for the school and parish to utilise (shared project between School and Parish). This will allow parishioners who attend weekday mass and funerals easier access to toilets. It will also provide staff and other visiting adults with an additional available toilet.

School Fence – Taylor St and School/Church Zone

A new fence will be constructed along Taylor Street. Two quotes have been obtained. We will also consider safety proofing the area between Churchill Street and the green tables.

Tuckshop and Hall Ceiling

A Brisbane Catholic Education grant will be obtained to replace the ceiling in the tuckshop and hall. Work on this project will be completed in the school holidays. Quotes are currently being obtained.
Security Cameras

As a way of reducing security costs, whilst maintaining a security presence, we intend to install fixed security cameras around the school. Two quotes have been obtained.
2017 Physical Improvement Projects

The following are projects that have been identified for 2017 –

- Repaint Multipurpose Court

- New Playground Under Trees

- Extend Roof Line Over the Bag Rack of the Tension-Woods Building

- Electronic School Sign